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キーワード Key Words
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授業の目標 Course Objectives

The goal is to acquire thinking ability for the problem-solving of the nuclear safety issues by analyzing past nuclear accidents and
learning their lesson where the science and technology can control the nuclear power generation and accident in the future.

Therefore, on the safety of nuclear power plants and its systems, the course will provide the lectures to learn about not only the aging
issues, failures, and nuclear accident history but the actual design and operation of nuclear power systems, transient and accident
analysis, dynamic characteristic analysis, probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), severe accident and consequence analysis with acquiring
ability of thinking of and resolving issues on required safety over the nuclear power plants for current and next-generation reactors.

With the comprehensive understand of the consequence analysis on the accident impact assessment and required safety, the classes
shall be performed through the discussion and exercises along with the lectures.

Through a comparative analysis of the nuclear power to do in this course, it will be discussed on the safety of the huge system and
facilities with a large risk, such as high-speed rail and large passenger aircraft, which is also significant to the students of non-nuclear
energy majors.

到達目標 Course Goals

To understand the history of nuclear reactors, safety and systems of BWRs, PWRs, and next-generation nuclear power plants.

To understand the safety assessment criteria, the relevant laws and regulations outline on siting nuclear power, and the nuclear
disaster-prevention measures.

To understand the outline of basic design of nuclear power plant systems, safety margin on the design, safety on an earthquake,
countermeasures on cases of troubles, and the aging problem and its assessment.

To understand the differences and common on nuclear power through the accident analysis of the high-speed rail and the large
aircraft.

To understand the fundamentals and outline of probabilistic risk assessment, severe accident analysis, and consequence analysis.

Based on the above understanding, to acquire the idea of safety design and technology as the basis for a comprehensive nuclear
power, and the ability to solve problems.

Through the correspondence approach for the nuclear power and huge accident, to acquire the sense of responsibility and problem-
solving ability as the engineer.



To understand the differences and common for the nuclear power through the accident analysis of high-speed rail and large passenger
aircraft.

授業計画 Course Schedule

1. Concept of safety and security on the current state of the nuclear power plant and systems. －Introductory Lecture－

2. History of nuclear reactors, and the safety on BWR/PWR systems.

3. Overview and fundamentals on safety assessment, siting criteria and relevant laws outline, nuclear safety regulation, nuclear disaster
prevention measures, the basic design of systems, equipment and structures, and on the design safety margin at earthquake of nuclear
power plants.

4. Trouble case and its countermeasures for aging nuclear power plants, stress corrosion cracking, thermal fatigue, pressurized thermal
shock, resonance phenomena, welding trouble, aging issues and its evaluation methods.

5.Lessons learned from the history of the nuclear accidents, INES, and the plant behaviors and the examples of accident analyses on
BWR and PWR. Lessons learned from the differences and common on nuclear power through the accident analysis of the high-speed
rail and the large aircraft.

6. Fundamentals and outline of nuclear power operation, dynamic analysis, transient analysis, and probabilistic safety assessment.

7. Severe accident and consequence analyses, the summary basis for the evaluation.

8. Safety and security for the nuclear power and against the huge accident, the responsibility and problem-solving ability, general
discussion.

準備学習（予習・復習）等の内容と分量 Homework

As it is desirable to have studied reactor physics and engineering, the lectures will be understandable without heavy preparation, and
deepen your understandings by review and report.

成績評価の基準と方法 Grading System

The comprehension test（small report in every class), attendance, and discussion/review/challenge report (twice/term) will be
evaluated. The regular exam is not performed.

テキスト・教科書 Textbooks

講義指定図書 Reading List

日本の安全文化/北野大 森 治嗣:研成社, 2013
「反原発」異論/吉本隆明:論創社, 2015
機械にまかせる安全確認型システム ー設計者のアカウンタビリティー/杉本 旭:中災防新書, 2003

ホームページ Websites

研究室のホームページ Website of Laboratory

http://nuclearsafety.eng.hokudai.ac.jp/
https://nuclear-infrastructure.hokkaido.university/
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